Mission of K-PNU

What?
Modernization of higher education

For whom?
Educational space of Ukraine

How?
We develop innovations respecting academic traditions
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Key tasks are:

Formation of international inter-institutional partnerships

Expansion of academic mobility highways for faculty and students

Internationalisation aim

Development of K-PNU in the focus of international, intercultural and global aspects:

Improving the quality of education and research;

Increasing motivation of students and faculty to engage with different cultures;

Preparing students to live and work in a global society.

Founded in 1918

95,000 graduates

4300 students/year

372 Academic Staff Members

7 Faculties

1 Educational–Scientific Institute

35 Bachelor Majors

34 Master Majors

8 PhD Majors

Partner Organisations

Britsh Council

DAAD

FULBRIGHT Ukraine

Post@kpnu.edu.ua

www.kpnu.edu.ua

Oleskandra Shamarina

Academic Mobility Officer

shamarina@kpnu.edu.ua